Claustrophobia Game: Design and Development of a New Virtual Reality Game for Treatment of Claustrophobia

Abstract

Background: Claustrophobia or fear of closed spaces is the most common of phobias that is typically categorized as an anxiety disorder. Different methods have been proposed for treatment of phobias that one of the most recent and successful of these methods is applying virtual reality (VR) technology and simulating computer-generated environment. In this regard, the purpose of this research is design and development of a software game called “Claustrophobia Game” for treatment of claustrophobia using VR. Methods: In the Claustrophobia Game project, two closed spaces, including an elevator and a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) device, were designed and implemented in the form of a VR computer game. To design this game, environments and scenario of the game were prepared in collaboration with a psychiatrist expert. Implementation of the software game was developed in the unity three-dimensional (3D) game engine and the programming of it was done by the C# language. In addition, a personal computer and the Oculus Rift VR glasses were utilized for running and testing the Claustrophobia Game. Results: To evaluate, we tested the game by 33 participants (14 men, 19 women, average age 24.6 years). In this regard, the Claustrophobia Game was considered from two aspects: psychology and playability using two questionnaires. Statistical analysis of the obtained data by the Excel software showed that all playability factors were “good” performance. In addition, the mean of obvious anxiety was decreased after playing the game. Conclusion: The promising results demonstrate that the game has an appropriate performance and can help to treat the Claustrophobia.
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Introduction

Phobia is a type of psychiatric disorders that are classified in the group of anxiety disorders. In this disorder, the patient suffers from extreme fear when faced with a special object or situation. Statistically, phobia is the most common anxiety disorder that approximately 15% of women and 7%–8% of men have this disease. Among types of phobias, Claustrophobia is more common than other phobias. This phobia is a kind of unreasonable fear that occurs in enclosed spaces such as elevator, tunnel, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) devices. Different methods have been presented for the treatment of phobias that the most commonly used method is exposure therapy. In this method, the patient is gradually faced with his/her anxiety situations to realize his/her irrational fear; however, it is a costly and time-consuming process. On the other hand, nowadays, new technologies such as virtual reality (VR) widely used in medicine for preventive care, diagnosis, treatment, and learning/training of clinical skills. VR defines as a technology that creates simulated environments to mimic real-world situations. This technology allows users to interact with a computer-generated environment that simulates the physical presence of a person in the real or imagined world. Applying advanced input/output devices and graphical software tools, users feel that they are in a world similar to the real world and can interact with the environment, objects, and people. Since the use of VR can turn threatening and tedious conditions into safe and enjoyable states; in recent years, employing this technology has been considered for the treatment of many mental illnesses.
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especially for phobias. In the last years, various studies have been carried out in this field that the results of them show that applying VR can shorten the period of treatment and save time and cost. Furthermore, it can help psychologists to have better control on patients and the treatment process. On the other hand, In spite of the feeling of being in a real environment, patients can easily overcome to their fear due to sense of presence in the safe and attractive environment.

Some of the reported studies about the treatment of Claustrophobia using VR technology are shown in Table 1. In each of them, different game environments have been designed and evaluated that the positive results of these studies can verify the success of using VR technology in the treatment process of Claustrophobia.

Regarding the importance of Claustrophobia among of anxiety disorders and promising results of previous work, utilizing VR environments in the psychiatric centers of universities, hospitals, and clinics can be very useful and helpful for research and treatment purposes. Accordingly, in this paper, we present a software game called “Claustrophobia Game” that has been developed to deal with Claustrophobia using VR technology and explain the various stages of design, implementation, and evaluation of this software. The main contribution of this project is as follows:

1. Respect to localization of the software game. This software has been adapted to the linguistic, cultural, and technical requirements of our country
2. To involve MRI machine as a part of claustrophobia game. Design and develop of the MRI part for Claustrophobia have been done for the first time in this project.

**Materials and Methods**

**Game development process**

According to the block diagram of Figure 1, design and development of the Claustrophobia Game were done in four stages including pre-production, game design, game implementation, and game evaluation. Each part of this block diagram is described in the following of this section.

- Stage 1: Preproduction - In the first stage, previous research and methods of game development in this field were studied. In addition, hardware and software tools applied in similar products were considered. Then, the appropriate hardware platform and software tools were selected and provided for this project
- Stage 2: Game design - In the second step, together with a psychiatrist expert, the game environments were designed, and the game scenario including levels, goals, challenges, and rules were prepared according to Table 2
- Stage 3: Game implementation - In this stage, game environments and objects inside them were created by graphical software tools and game engines. In addition, the game dynamics consisting of visual effects, sound effects, and movements of objects were programmed in the programming software frameworks
- Stage 4: Game evaluation - In the final stage, the produced game software was tested and evaluated by

![Figure 1: Stages of the game development process](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Botella et al. 1999</td>
<td>In this research, a VR elevator was used for the treatment of claustrophobia. In this regard, an 8-session treatment consisting of VR exposure therapy was designed. This procedure used to treatment of one patient and results indicated the effectiveness of the VR procedure for the treatment of claustrophobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botella et al. 2000</td>
<td>A 8-level VR game including an elevator and a building was tested in this study. In every level, the game would be harder. The game was evaluated on four patients and the reported results were promising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malbos et al. 2008</td>
<td>A software VR game with houses, corridors, caves, channels, basement and elevator was considered. In an 8-session treatment, six patients used it and results pointed out a remarkable reduction in fear of the enclosed space and improvement of life quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce and Regenbrecht</td>
<td>Four VR rooms that gradually become darker and smaller were designed in this project. A Non-clinical laboratory experiment with participating of eighteen volunteers was performed in this work. They reported that anxiety decreased on the successive use of their system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouchard et al. 2014</td>
<td>In this work, different VR environments comprising of elevator, cave, tunnel and maze were designed. These VR environments were employed for treatment of two patients. The reported results demonstrated positive effects of VR in treatment of claustrophobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christofi and Michael-</td>
<td>In this study, several virtual environments including building with different rooms, tunnel and cellar, which they differ in a number of characteristics, were investigated. Eighteen students participated in a pilot experimental study. Their results show that status and characteristics of environments can effect on increasing/decreasing of people anxious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grigoriou 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
some volunteer participants to determine playability and effectiveness of it.

Software tools

Nowadays, to develop video games, game engine toolkits are used. The game engine is a software framework that provides a set of core components for development of computer games including rendering tools for the creation of 2D or 3D graphical models, animation and physics tools, audio system, scripting, and so on. In this project, we utilized Unity3D (https://unity3d.com/) as the game engine to create the 3D virtual environments, standard 3D models of objects, and sound effects of the game. In addition, for creation of some complex models, we employed other computer graphics tools consisting of 3D Studio MAX (http://autodesk.com/3dsmax), Maya (http://www.autodesk.com/maya), Adobe Photoshop (http://adobe.com/photoshop) and imported these models to Unity3D framework. To provide game dynamics, such as elevator movements, play movies and sounds, player movements, and camera settings, we utilized Microsoft Visual Studio C# (https://visualstudio.com/) as a programming platform and added code files to the Unity3D as script files.

Hardware system

In this project, we selected the personal computer (PC) platform for running the game software and a head-mounted display (HMD) glasses to create sense of visual immersion in the participants. Technical specifications of the computer system and the HMD glass employed for testing in this project are as follows:

- Computer system: A desktop PC with a central processing unit core i7 4.2 GHz, Graphic Card Asus DUAL-GTX1070-O8G, RAM 16 G DDR4, and the Windows 10 operating system

Game description

In this section, different parts of the Claustrophobia Game are briefly explained. When the game software is run, the game is started with “welcome page” and enters to “login page” [Figure 2a]. If the user has already registered, he/she can log in by entering his/her full name. When the user has not registered, he/she will be transferred to a “registration page” [Figure 2b]. In this page, some information such as name, age, gender, heart rate, blood pressure, and breath count is taken from the user and saved in the database. After registering and logging in, the user enters the main menu screen with three options [Figure 2c]:

- The first option is displayed a video clip, created by Ulead VideoStudio Software (https://www.vediostudipro.com/) that introduces the fear of closed environment [Figure 2d]
- The second option consists of an elevator in a ten-story building that design for VR exposure therapy in patients with fear of closed spaces [Figure 2e]. The building includes interesting outdoor and indoor virtual environments that the therapist can step-by-step exposes patients with their fear in some controlled situations. The internal lobby of building [Figure 2f] including directional signs that led the user to an elevator or a relaxation room [Figure 2g]. When the user goes to the relaxation room, a video clip containing some relaxation pictures and human voices with music background starts to play that help the user to relax himself/herself [Figure 2h]. On the other hand, when the user moves to the elevator, he/she faces to sometime panels on the wall that user can determine the duration of presence inside the elevator by selecting each of these buttons [Figure 3a]. After choosing a time panel, the user can go to inside the elevator [Figure 3b] and by pressing buttons of it, the door of elevator is closed and move to the upper floors. According to the selected time, user stays inside the closed space of elevator, but each time the player suffers from a panic attack, he/she can leave the elevator in each floor and go to the relaxation room
- The third option in the Claustrophobia Game includes a building with an MRI room. When the user selects this section, he/she enters in the VR building and by following of directional green signs; the player can reach the MRI room [Figure 3c]. There is a MRI machine inside that room which the player can interact with it. When user gets really close to the MRI machine and ready to place inside of the MR scanner, a video clip plays that shows inside of the MRI machine [Figure 3d].

Furthermore, in different parts of the game, sound effects such as sound of open/close elevator’s door or sounds of birds and water and a guiding voice that directs the players in the game as well as attractive design of environments encourage users to continue the game. However, in any part of the game, when the user wants to exit, he/she can save his/her status and information and then exits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Components of the game scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MRI – Magnetic resonance imaging
Performance evaluation

Participants

In this research, there were two groups of participants. The first group consists of 14 patients who are afraid of closed environments. The second group consists of 19 volunteers who do not have trouble with closed environments. Among of these 33 people, there were 14 men and 19 women with average age of 24.6 years (range 15–36 years).

Data collection and analysis

We evaluated the ClaustrophobiaGame from two aspects: psychology and playability. First, to measure the effectiveness of this game for the treatment of claustrophobia, we used Spielberger questionnaire,[17] which reliability and validity of it have been accepted in this field. The psychology questionnaire contains 20 items that measure obvious anxiety. Each item in this questionnaire is scored from 20 to 80. According to the principle stated in the paper,[17] the score for each item is calculated and based on Table 3, the stress level of a person is determined.

Second, to measure playability of the game, we extracted seven important factors from previous articles[18-23] and designed a playability questionnaire by considering the opinions of the experts in the video game field. Factors and definition of them, utilized in the playability questionnaire, have been presented in Table 4 and each factor is scored from 1 to 7.

Then, the average percentage of the scores for each factor is calculated. In this regard, the answers from all participants are gathered. Next, the average score is calculated for each factor, and the percentage of it is computed. Then, according to Table 5, the performance for each factor is determined.

The psychology questionnaire was only given to patients, before and after playing the game, but the playability questionnaire was given to all the players (patients and volunteers) after playing the game. Both questionnaires were analyzed with statistical methods in the Excel software.

Results and Discussion

As mentioned in the previous section, we considered the game from two aspects. In aspect of playability, the obtained results have been shown in Table 6. In this table, five statistical parameters including minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation (SD), and mean percentage are indicated. These parameters were obtained from 33 playability questionnaires and calculated for seven factors of Table 4.

---

Table 3: Stress levels for anxiety corresponding to the scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress type</th>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Stress level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obvious anxiety</td>
<td>From 20 to 31</td>
<td>Mild anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From 32 to 42</td>
<td>Medium to low anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From 43 to 53</td>
<td>Moderate to high anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From 54 to 64</td>
<td>Relatively severe anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From 65 to 75</td>
<td>Severe anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From 76 to up</td>
<td>Very intense anxiety</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 2: Screenshots of the Claustrophobia Game part 1: (a) Login page, (b) registration page, (c) main menu, (d) play a video clip to introduce the fear of closed environment, (e) outdoor view of the building that has the elevator, (f) indoor view of the building that has the elevator, (g) relaxation room, (h) display a relaxing video clip in the relaxation room

Figure 3: Screenshots of the Claustrophobia Game part 2: (a) Exterior view of the elevator and selecting time panels, (b) interior view of the elevator, (c) magnetic resonance imaging room, (d) play a video clip that shows inside of the magnetic resonance imaging machine

Figure 4: Boxplot of obtained scores from psychology questionnaires
Table 4: Factors and definition of them used in the playability questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Emotional response of the user to game’s triggers, interactions, feeling of change in behavior, player’s sense of safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Features of the game that excite players to realize actions of the game and encourage them to continue the game to end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Degree of user pleasure in using the game, which includes attractiveness and flexibility of the game, creation of self-confidence and sense of security about protecting the privacy information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion</td>
<td>Sense in which a player becomes attracted and involved in the game. More challenging, more exciting and more cultural proximity can more immerge the player in the game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Degree of fitness and compatibility between current activity and the goal. Good game structure, reduction of attempts to overcome the challenges, appropriate end regarding to expectation of each user and increase precision can enhance effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Indicator to measure the ease of use of the game. More easily use of the game, and no inconsistency in the game can increase usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability</td>
<td>Level of player capacity to comprehend and direct the game’s system (objectives, rules, challenges, how to interact with the game and so on). Prior knowledge of the player about video games, his/her skills in using the game, the speed of receiving information and understanding and the ability to discover the game rules by the player can determine the degree of learnability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 6, the mean percentages of all playability factors are more than 60% and <80% that according to Table 5, all of them have “good” performance.

Boxplot and statistical results calculated from psychology questionnaires are as shown in Figure 4 and Table 7, respectively. In Table 7, four statistical metrics consisting of minimum, maximum, mean, and SD computed for obvious anxiety before and after playing the game.

As seen the scores in boxplot and the means in Table 7, the obvious anxiety after playing the game was less than before playing the game. It shows that the game can help users to decrease their fear from the closed spaces. To determine statistically significant differences in the means, we performed a paired t-test between means of obvious anxiety of 14 people before and after playing the game (at a 0.05 level of significance). In this test, we assumed that the null hypothesis is: “There is no significant difference between the mean of obvious anxiety before and after playing the game.” The obtained $P = 0.013$ and <0.05, so that the null hypothesis is rejected. As a result, this test indicates a significant difference between the mean of obvious anxiety before and after playing the game.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we proposed a VR software game for the treatment of Claustrophobia. At first, we explained the four-stage game development process including preproduction, game design, game implementation, and game evaluation and stated the specification of software tools and hardware systems that utilized for developing and testing the game. Next, we briefly described different parts of the game consisting of environments, graphical user interfaces, and how to interact with the game. Then, description of participants; types of used questionnaires to determine playability, and psychology performance of the game were mentioned in the performance evaluation subsection. Finally, we reported that the results obtained from statistical analysis of the questionnaire data. The results showed that all playability factors had “good” performance and obvious anxiety could decrease after playing the game.

As a further study, we are going to assess the efficiency and usability of the proposed game in medical clinics as a part of treatment process of Claustrophobia by conducting of psychiatrist and psychologist experts.

In this regard, there are some challenges that should be considered. Providing a suitable computer system and VR glasses can be difficult because of high price in some countries. In addition, together with clinical experts, an
effective therapy protocol should be prepared that determine the number of treatment sections and details of each section according to the patient's condition. Furthermore, it is necessary that the therapists have been trained in this field and acquired enough skill to use the software game corresponding to planned therapy protocol.

After clinical evaluation of the Claustrophobia Game, we hope this VR method can utilize in the treatment procedure of Claustrophobia patients.
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